In our paper [3] we considered four finiteness conditions for an orthomodular lattice (abbreviated: OML) L and conjectured their equivalence. The only question left open in that paper was whether an OML L which can be covered by finitely many blocks (maximal Boolean subalgebras) has only finitely many blocks. In this paper we give an affirmative answer to this question , in fact , we prove the slightly stronger result: 
In our paper [3] we considered four finiteness conditions for an orthomodular lattice (abbreviated: OML) L and conjectured their equivalence. The only question left open in that paper was whether an OML L which can be covered by finitely many blocks (maximal Boolean subalgebras) has only finitely many blocks. In this paper we give an affirmative answer to this question , in fact , we prove the slightly stronger result:
THEOREM. For every nαtural number n 呈 1 there exists αnαtural number m such that every Ol\IL L which can be covered by n blocks contα~ns αt most m blocks.
One of our main tools is a result proved recently by A. E. Brouwer [1] :
(Brouwer states his theorem only for vector spaces over GF (2) , but his proof works with only minor modifications for vector spaces over an arbi trary field.) 认Te need here the following consequence of Brouw町、 result. 1 t was conjectured in [2] .
Our terminology and notation will be the same as in [3] .
1. Some preliminary results. 
contrary to the assumption that a; and b j do not commute. We thus have
But since a fC α j ， Il ;Cb; ， α jCb j and biCb j it follows from [4] that
Note that 向 ， b i ， 向 and b j are aIso atoms of L. Since αi q B we thus obtain
to the assumption ai ct bj. We thus obtain 向 b i. By symmetry we also obtain Il k = b i and hence a j = 句， a contradiction. We thus obtain A ç B , from which the claim fo11ows by symmetry. Since UI x 正 Bjl 乒砂 for every x 巳 A p it follows from this that x C ψ (x) holds for a11 x E A p and hence, by Lemma 1, that A p A q, proving Lemma 2. Then there would exist an element c E C1 -U~=2 C i. 1 t would follow that {cl X L 2 ç B1 , hence that L 2 ç D1' contrary to our assumption that L 2 is not Boolean , proving Lemma 3.
2. Proof of the theorem. Let αbe a map of the set of all natural numbers n ;::: 1 into itself satisfying α (1) 1 and (K running over all non-empty subsets of 11 , 2, . . . ，叫)
1 t is easy to see that such a functionαexists. We now prove the theorem with m α (n) by induction on n. If n 1 the Ol\IL L is Boolean and the theorem is trivially true. Assume now that n ;::: 2 and that {B 1, B2' . . . , Bnl is a covering of an OML L by n blocks. 认Te say that a set X is irredun出ntly covered by a family (X i) iE I of sets if and only if X ç U X i and X 区 U X j (all i E 1).
For every non-empty subset K of {1 , 2, . .. ，叫 let~K be the set of all blocks A of L which are irredundantly covered by (B i) iEK. Clearly UK~(K = ~(L) (= the set of all blocks of L).
Let K be an arbitrary non-empty subset of {1 , 2 , . . .
Then the blocks of L 1 are exactly those blocks of L which contain 1M as a subset, in particular, the blocks B i with i E K are also blocks of L 1 .
it follows that~K is also the set of all blocks of L 1 which are irredundantly covered by (B i) iEK. Since 
